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plaint followed injury to the hand succeeded by swelling which required Bacterial
incision. To what extent bacterial injury contributed in these cases is injury
uncertain. I have experienced the symptom-complex of erythromelalgia
for a short time in my own foot, during a superficial widespread pyo-
genic affection of the skin following an infected burn.
In most cases, however, the causation is obscure; in some the condition
has followed debilitating fevers, and in others it appears to have been
associated with disease of the central nervous system; in one of Lewis's
cases it was accompanied by a peculiar form of factitious urticaria in
which whealing was accompanied not only by the customary itching
but also by burning pain. Even in those cases in which there is a clear
history of injury this cannot be the only factor, for injury is common
and erythromelalgia comparatively rare; moreover, the susceptible state
following experimental injury is transient, whereas the clinical condition
erythromelalgia persists.
3-SYMPTOMS AND SIGNS
In the description of the clinical manifestations of erythromelalgia atten-
tion will be restricted to those phenomena properly belonging to this
condition; other phenomena which may arise from the causal disease,
for example obliterative vascular disease, will not be mentioned.
The initial complaint is of pain which is described as burning, stinging, Pain
or smarting, and is often localized to a small area of skin in a lower, or
less commonly in an upper, extremity. The pain is at first experienced
only at intervals; in the lower extremities it conies after prolonged
walking or standing. As the disease progresses, the area involved be-
comes greater and the pain more easily provoked. Anything which rubs
the skin, causes congestion or warms it, produces pain. Thus walking
produces severe pain and in bad cases may be impossible, the patient
crawling on his hands and knees or having to be carried about. Putting
the foot to the ground may be enough to produce intolerable agony.
The part is only comfortable if it is elevated and then only if cool. The
warmth of the bed-clothes may provoke pain, and patients often sleep
at night with the part uncovered or covered with only a thin sheet;
during the day a low shoe is preferred to a heavy boot, and some have
refused to wear socks or have insisted on keeping their feet bare. The
part is washed in cool or tepid but not in hot water. The complaint is
often more severe in summer than in winter.
On examination ia the horizontal position the affected skin is highly Appearance
coloured, may be somewhat swollen or indurated, and may be shiny;
sweating is sometimes excessive. The part may be warmer or cooler than
normal or than the corresponding unaffected area on the other limb.
On lowering the limb the colour quickly deepens, the tint remaining
bright at first and then gradually becoming dusky; the temperature
remains more or less unchanged or may fall a little. On return to the

